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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Present my findings which acts as my motivation for writning this paper-Then present my RQ, Methods and the results- Present a sample or use case of this study-End this presentation with a conlusion



Finding/Motivation
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Definition of Risk: 
“the effect of uncertainty on 
objectives”

ISO/IEC 
27005:2022

Positive risk

Managing information 
security risk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- New ISO 27005 has a new definition of RISK. And this is a significant change, because this opens up for positive risk!- Which is an uncharted territory for IS specicalist which ususally articulates risk as something negative.- However, the ISO standard does not specicy what positive risk should be interpreteated, identified, assessess and handled henced managed? - We found very limited research on this topic also as decribed in this paper.



Research questions

1. How should practitioners interpret the concept of risk as defined in ISO/IEC 
27005:2022 to make it more applicable to both positive and negative risks?
2. What should a definition of positive risk be articulated? 
3. How can the definition of risk be applied to describe and assess both positive and 
negative risks?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Based on these findings we formulated to research questions for this papers.



Methods
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Systematic 
literature review Grounded theory

Generate new 
theory

?
www.pixabay.comwww.pixabay.com

Coding and 
sorting

Categorisation 
and axial coding

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-This study started initally with the use of SLR, but since we found really limited literature on this topic -transitioned over to GT approrach, which is a method to generate new theory, because this research presents new method to identify, assess and describe both positve and negative risk-Start with codig, labeling relevant phrases, analzysing these and sort.-Then we categorised them, transfered the codes to matching categories. -Then we analzysed the codes and categories to find connections between them, this is axial coding and forms the new theories.



Results – 1. How should practitioners interpret the 
concept of risk as defined in ISO/IEC 27005:2022 to 
make it more applicable to both positive and negative 
risks?
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“An information security risk is a possible security-
related event that could affect business objectives.”

The effect of uncertainty on objectives (ISO/IEC 27005:2022)

Risk is the potential that a given threat will 
exploit vulnerabilities of assets and thereby 
cause harm to the organization (ISO/IEC 
27005:2018) 

1. Tier

2. Tier

3. Tier

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- General definition of risk is too abstract, here is a conceptualisation.- We argue that new students might find it hard to grasp the essensce of ISR- Previous definition was more specific but not aligned with the new one,- And if we define positive risk it would not be aligned also- That is when we identified that there is a missing link, in the middlea a level or tier was missing, so we defined three tiers-Define.- We are used to describe a potential event, uncertainty surrounds both event and objective, that is why we conduct l and c assessement to reduce- Based on this definitiion we can still use the old definiton of ISR risk



Results – 2. What should a definition of positive risk be 
articulated?
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“An information security risk is a possible security-
related event that could affect business objectives.”

The effect of uncertainty on objectives (ISO/IEC 27005:2022)

“A positive information security risk is a possible 
security-related opportunity that could help 
businesses achieve their business objectives.”

1. Tier

2. Tier

3. Tier Risk is the potential that a given threat will 
exploit vulnerabilities of assets and thereby 
cause harm to the organization (ISO/IEC 
27005:2018) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Based on this logic we can deduce what positive risk is, and define it. - This definition is aligned with ISO one, and gives us better idea of what positive risk can be.-We suggest that ISO standard makes a more clear distinction between the levels of risk defintion



Results – 3. How can the definition of risk be applied to 
describe and assess both positive and negative risks?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Answered RQ1 and 2, then now how to apply this?



Results – 3.1 How to describe positive and negative risk?
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“An information security risk is a possible security-related event that could affect business objectives.”

“There is a possibility that <insert event> could result in <insert outcome>”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Inspired by the new definiton we can develop –a template for describing specific riskThe risk template is practical and aligned with the defintionHowever!



Results – 3.1 How to describe positive and negative risk?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-This opens up for 4 alternatives for describing risk, this could we see because we illustrated and used GT-The aim of risk description strategies is to open up opportuni- ties to apply risk framing, which is to communicate risk that is tailor-made for a specific recipient (Wangen and Snekkenes, [34]), since every recipient perceives risk differently, also known as risk perception (Lion and Meertens, [35]). -Some decision-makers prefer positive information, while others can make effective de- cisions with negative information. -Understanding the others’ risk perception can help a risk analyst frame risk in a way that suits the recipient. -because every person is diffferent and have different risk perception, some prefer solution or threat based rhetorics.-we will give an overview and an example of usage afterwards-These strategies can support existing research on risk communication



Results – 3.1 How to describe positive and negative risk?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First one is the traditinoal approach, the is possibility that a threat that could result in al loss, negative risk



Results – 3.1 How to describe positive and negative risk?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Is a threat that does result in a gain instead, -because not all threats affects business, some get neutralized-Important way to present risk also-Present a way to reduce the likelihood of threats materializing or improve how to ensure that particular threat can be neutralized even more effectively-Which is a interesting way to present risk also.



Results – 3.1 How to describe positive and negative risk?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Opportunity that results in a loss, -because not all opportunites will result in a gain.-If you invest in a technology, which is the opportunity and implementation is a success, -it could lead to loss because maybe the organisation does not have the nessacary competence or resources to actually operate this or the technology, -and the investment becomes useless.So, this way we can implement security controls to ensure that we gain from this opportunity.



Results – 3.1 How to describe positive and negative risk?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Then we have a opportunity that leads to a gain.Apply measures to ensure that the positive risk materilazing.



Results – 3.2 How to assess positive and negative risks?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Since this opens up for different strategies to describe then we need a 4D risk matrix to support these strategies, depending on which one is used.-This is an idea to for a matrix, and of course the different criterias for likelihood and and impact can be adjusted according to organisational differences or risk appetite.-I will provide a fictional use case to demonstrate these strategies and how to assess.



Sample case – Emergency healthcare
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•Purpose
• Doctors rely on advanced technology to 
perform emergency health care procedures
• Lately some technical issues
• Hired a risk analyst to get a better 
understanding of risk related to 
information security



Findings
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The same system is installed locally on different 
equipments

Staff must be on-site to the fix issue

Travel time: 30 minutes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The risk analyst identified that the …



Solution
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The same system is installed locally on different 
equipments

Monitoring

Staff must be on-site to fix the issue

Travel time: 30 minutes

Centralized

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
They can fix the issue without being on site, but also can detect abnormalites and fix the issue before it becomes an incidents



Risk description alternative 1
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“There is a possibility that malware can be installed without 
detection, which could cause business disruption.” 

Threat

Loss

Likelihood:

Impact:

Who?:Top-level management and Security staff 

Very high, lack of monitoring tools 

Very high, not centralized
and time consuming

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-This is the tradiontal way of presenting this risk,By isung the risk desription strategies, we will add a threath and loss which is- This is a usefull way to tommunicate to management becayse they are interested in the consequense, but for some are interested in solutions instead- The security staff are accustomed to this and very interested-We know that the likelohodd isvery high because the lack of measures-Impact also igh and can threaten patient safety, and over long period of time because it is time consuming tofix the issue



Risk description alternative 2
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”There is a possibility that malware can be installed without 
detection, which would not cause any business disruption.”

Threat

Gain

Likelihood:

Impact:

Who?: Security and IT staff

Medium, Experienced IRT team

Very high, lack of monitoring tools 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now we communicate a threat that would not cause a loss, a gain insteadBevause a threat does not necessary always lead to loss it is depended on how the organisation has implemented measures to reduce the consequense-This is a usefull approach to commiunocate to securit and IT staff, because the threat can materialize, but we are giving encouragement or praise that they can handle the situationIn this way we can increase the probability that they support this risk assessment, if we used the first approach they might get offended and does not sipport the assessmeent-So we propose measuere to reduce the workload and increase the chances that they will handle the situatuin better.



Risk description alternative 3
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”There is a possibility that acquiring updated
infrastructure (centralised, monitoring capabilities) 
could cause business disruption.”

Loss

Opportunity

Likelihood:

Impact:

Who?: All stakeholder who prefer solutions

Depends on aquisition and 
project management skills
Depends on ICT architecture
skills and IRT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now we communicate an opportunity  that would not cause a lossBevause not all opportunities lead to a gain, it depens on how the organisation has implemented measures to reduce the consequense-This is a usefull for all stakeholder, to emphazise that we need to focus on measures to holistically and not focus on just the acquistion, but also operations aspects also. Hence, full life cycle. -So we propose measuere to reduce the workload and increase the chances that they will handle the situatuin better.



Risk description alternative 4
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”There is a possibility that acquiring updated infrastructure 
detection of faults in the system(centralised, monitoring 
capabilities)
could reduce the workload of the IT and security staff, 
and give a more reliable system.”

Opportunity

Gain

Likelihood:

Impact:

Who?: All stakeholder who prefer solutions

Depends on aquisition and 
project management skills
Depends on ICT architecture
skills and involvement of staff



Summary
-Same solutions but different 
strategies

-Management of positive and 
negative risk

-Apply security measures to 
ensure residual risk is at an 
acceptable level

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One solution but 4 different ways to frame risk and assess, to capture the attentions of stakeholders.



Conclusion
•Contributions

• Proposed an updated definiton of risk
• Proposed a new definiton of positive 

risk
• Conceptualisation of risk
• Risk decription strategies
• Four dimensional risk matrix

•Future leaders might expect security 
professionals to manage positive risk

•We need to adapt to a business-oriented 
approach!
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Thank you for your attention!
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Contact information

•E-mail: dinhut@ifi.uio.no
•Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/uydinhtran
•Homepage: https://www.mn.uio.no/ifi/english/people/aca/dinhut/index.html
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